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T. S. ELIOT: CRITIC AND POET

Solangc Ribeiro de Oliveira

- UfMG -

Talking about Wordsworth in 1955, Eliot said of the elder

poet: "his name marks an epoch." The same can of course be

said of Eliot himself. Like Dryden in the seventeenth century,

and Johnson in the eighteenth, his name as poet and critic

(we may here forget Johnson's poor show as a poet) is an

essential part of literature in English in the twentieth

century. One may even dislike him —but Eliot, poet and critic,

perhaps also dramatist, can not be evaded. In each of these

three fields, which may be separate for some, but, for him,

are orgânically interlocked, he has left the iraprint of his

genius. In each, this imprint invariably meant renovation.

To start with the critic, we can briefly discuss three

of his seminal essays, starting with the 1919 one, Hamlet

and his Problems. Here the famous concept of the "objective

correlative" was first expressed: the only way of expressing

emotion in the forra of art is finding an objective correlative,

in other words, a sct of objects. a situation, a chain of

events. which shall be the formula of that particular emotion,

such that when the externai facts. which must terminate in

sensory experience, are given. the emotion is immediately

evoked. We may disagree with the final judgcment on Hamlet.

which condemns the play, on the argument that the emotion is

in excess of the action, as expressed. What we cannot do is

ignore that, with this comparativeIy simple statement, Eliot

unfurls the flag which marks the end of romanticism in the

mainstream of English poetry. After all, even war poetry
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could still be romantic —aainthe voice of Rupert Brooke —

and the Imagists' attempt at renovation was not far removed

from Romanticism. The attitude underlying the doctrine of the

objective correlative would have none of it. No more

narcissistic eontemplation of the self, no outpouring of

emotion in lyricol personal effusions, no seif-indulgent

spleen would be tolerated in "serious" poetry any more. When

Eliot says "I", we know that this is not the transparent

mask, the persona lying close to the lyrical speaker behind

it. This "I" may be siraply modern man, alienated, isolated,

fragmentary, who may be called Prufrock or Sweeney, but is

eertainly not the legend of the poet about himself. With

the concept of the objective correlative, romantic poetry

receives a final blow.

Another aspect of the Hamlet essay is its correlation with

Eliofs own poetry. In an interview given many years later

to the Paris Review, he comments on how it was that, when he

was writing The Waste Land. his meaning seemed to exceed his

ability to express it — in short, he groped with difficulty

towards the finding of his own objective corre lative. Eliofs

criticism thus reflect» his preoccupation with his work as a

poet. This feature, which he shares with so many other critic-

poets in the English tradition, is an aspect of his oeuvre

which has not yet been properly investigated.

In another seminal article, Religion and Literature. Eliot

touches on the central issue of the need for intrinsic

criticism, side by side with the call for criteria of

evaluation exceeding the purely formal. He says that the

greatness of literature cannot be determined solely by

Iiterary standards, though whether it is literature or not

can be determined in no other way. The essay then proeeeds

to its other main concern, i.e., defining the proper meaning
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of religious literature. To my mind, the initial statement

is the basic one. The concept of literariness as tlia

touchstone by which a literary work is to stand or fali — the

essential concern with form that, regardiess of the

paraphraseable content, is indispensable to the creation of

the literary work of art — is apparent here. Eliot

anticipates or/and support3 many of the central conelusions

that the New Critics in America and the Russian Formalists

were independent ly arriving at —even though, unlike the

latter, he is not making modern linguisties the starting point

oF his criticai journey. On the other hand, he is doing

something that not even more recent trends in criticism have

yet doalt with: the Fact that subject matter also counts,

and that moral and spiritual concerns play an important part

in the literary artofact. The saying that form is content can

be easily turned around.

Another criticai essay which can hardly be ignored, even

in the most cursory treatment of contemporary criticism,

is Tradition and the Individual Talcnt. Defending his basic

tenet that no poet can continue to be one after hc is twenty-

five years old, uniess he has thorough Iy digested the literary

tradition to which he belongs, Eliot dcvclops his brilliant

argument for the unbrokcn continuity of the literary series.

He discusses the naive concept of originality, which centres

on the poefs difference from his predecessors, arguing,

however, that if we approach a poet without this prejudico we

shall often find that no only the best, but the most individuol

parts in his work may be those in which the dead poets, his

ancestors. assert thcir immortality most vigorously. The

essay goes on talking of the poefs need for a hi storicaI

sense, which is a sense of the timeless as well as of the

temporal and of the timeless and the temporal together. (This
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preoccupation with the connection between the timeless and

the temporal is going to emerge again, now in the poefs

work, in Four Quartets — another point showing the organicity

of the criticas and of the poefs output.) Further on, Eliot

declares: The existing monuaents form an ideal order among

themselves. which is modified by the introduction of the new.

the really new. work of art among them ... Whoever has approved

this ideal of art will not find it preposterous that the past

should be aItered by the ppesewt as much as the present is

directed by the past.

In these statements, Eliot again clearly and briefly

expresses one of the coneepts laboriously proposed by the

Russian Formalists and the Pregue Structuralists, about

literary evolution and the structural character of diachrony:

any change in any part of the literary series will inescapably

change the whole. So also with the statement that art never

improves, but ... the material of art is never quite the same

Eliot deals a blow on the naive idea of historical evolution

as a synonym of improvement. But his contribution to the

formation of contemporary criticism does not stop here. In

Tradition and the Individual Talent. some aspects of the

question of intertextuaIity are hinted at in the sentence:

I have tried to point out tho importance of the relation of

the põem to other poems by other authors. and suggested the

conception of poetry as a living whole of all the poetry

that was ever written ... Towards the end of the essay

Eliot returns, in different words, to the idea of the need

for impersonality in art, which had already been advanced

with the concept of the objective correlative: Poetry is not

a turning loose of emotion, but an escape from emotion; it

is not the expression of personality, but an escape from

personality ... Todivert interest from the poet to the
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poetry is a laudable aim...

These concerns, central for contemporary literary studies,
explain Eliofs presence in ai most any modern anthology of

criticism. That he should have advanced so maay important

views in a lucid, eminently readable prose, free from abstruse

terminologies and classifications, only adds to his credit,

and makes him truly classical.

It is still useful to note the simple but graphic terms

in which Eliot anticipated the recent concept of a literary

artist's oeuvre as what one might call an extended speech

act. In another essay, Eliot insists on the notion that the

entire output of certain writers constitutes a single whole,

in which meaning is cumulatively buiIt. In such oeuvres, latter

works make earlier ones more cogent, with a kind of retroactive

effect, which critics will ignore at their periI. This can

eertainly be applied to a brief discussion of Eliofs own

poetry and thus provides a convenient turning point to the

second part of this paper.

Not least among the difficulties of deal ing with Eliofs

poems is the paradox of coping with a body of work by soraebody

who calls himself a elassieist in literature and yet eertainly

marked the beginning of modern English poetry with the

publication of The Waste Land, who advocates "impersonal"

writing and still created a highly personal style, regardiess

of the complex echoing of multiple sources (for which he was

the first to provide clues). Trying to cope with the complexity

of a poetic output that, beginning with the earlier Prufrock,

Geront ion and The Waste Land, emerging with the solcmn

meditation of Four Ouartets. is inseparablc from his five

plays, we shall try to show that this output, comporativeIy

meagre in bulk, has an organic significance, cummuIativeIy

built and modified retroactively by each series of poems.
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The publication of The Waste Land was received with

astonishaent — aeme critics even thought of it as a hoax.

The apparent fragmentarinees of the põem, the fact that its

compôsition might be said to consist of an amalgam of

quotations, ineluding echoes of the anthropologisfs Frazer's

The Golden Bough, echoes of these echoes in Jessie Weston's

From Ritual to Romance, ef Jacobean dramatists, Shakespeare,

Baudelaire, Laforgue and Dante —and, perhaps, chiefly of all,

the lack of syntactical links among the parts of the põem,

which then seemed to make it aimost hopelessly obscure —

all this and more carne to the front of adverse criticism.

The use of sordid, disgusting images also played a part in

the rejection of the põem. In fact, it was launching a kind

of revolution in taste, which seemed all the more strange

for the fact that so much of the best in the past of

international literature had been incorporated.

The shock caused by The Waste Land is now of course long

gone. Even the ordinary reader has come to accept that the

seeming formlessness and fragmentariness of the põem is part

of its significance: the technique of coIIage is justified,

or rather, is brilliantly resourcefui, once one realizes that

Eliot is talking about what he sees as the fragmentar!ness

and formlessness of modern life. And the incorporation of

so many fragments froro previous poets is in turn instrumental

to drive home the notion of the mediocrity and sordidness

of the contemporary world and of the heroic stature of the

past. The põem uses so many images of broken objects — the

broken images of Part I, The Burial of the Dead, which are

to be recailed by the broken columns of London Bridge, and

then, in The Hollow Men, by broken columns, broken glass,

broken stone. and, in Ash Wednesday. broken jaw — because its

theme is incoropleteness, disartieulation, isolation. (We can
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here also remember the seattered bonés of Ash Wednesday. which

are glad and sing of their isolation. The iroagery centering

on the idea of fragmentariness in The Waste Land also relates

to the lyrical speaker himself —the heap of broken images

partly relates to his deapair of ever succeeding in

articulating his meaning. That the effect of fragmentariness

is also due to Ezra Pound'» "il miglior fabbro" of the

dedication, scverc editing, is here irrelevant.)

In fact, the effect of fragmentariness pcrmcates not

only Eliofs major põem in his early period but also the

transition represented by Ash Wednesday. It is here related

to another emerging theme: the failure of communication,

notably between man and woman, but not restricted to that.

There is the impossibiIity of communication with the hyaeinth

girl, a symbol of crotic love to reappear in later poems:

When we carne back late, from the hyaeinth garden

Your arms full, and your hair wet

I could not speak, ai.d my eyes fai led. (l, The Burial

of the Dead)

This theme —which, like the echoes of gcnteel

conversation in the pocm, recai I llenry James's influence —

reappears in the series of ghostly characters parading through

the põem, all locked within themsclves, unable to communicoto.

Madame Sosostris, the famous clairvoyante, her Egyptian glory

now punetured by the indignity of a bad cold, the drowncd

Phoenician sai lor —, the Ilanged Man and the fislier King,

who, unlike their predecessors in myth, cannot bring water,

redemption, sal vat ion, new life to thcir people —the girl

who talks about Lil's demobbed husband, all these and others

go their way alone. Besides, like the crowd that flowed over
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London Bridge. they are moving towards hell, as the echo

from Dante will not let the reader forget:

I had not thought death had undone so many.

The theme of isolation pervadoa the whole of Eliot. (We

must remember he himself tells us that certain poets are

to be read as wholes.) It is one of the strongest notes in

his plays. In The Confidentia I Clerk, for example, Colby

leaves his new-found parents to become the lonely church

organist. The CocktaiI Party strikes the note of ineseapablo

solitude inseparable from man'a fate —be it the endured

married loneliness of Edward and Lavinia or the chosen solitude

of Célia, the saint.

The Waste Land might, in a way, with the multiplicity

of referenees to earlier literary masterpieces, be called

an anthology of Arnold's touchstones. Witness, for example,

the magnificent line starting the second part of the põem,

A Game of Clicas:

The chair she sat in, like a burnished throne

Glowcd on the marbie . . .

This allusion to Enorbabus's deseription of Cleopatra

in her golden barge from Shakespeare's Antony and Cleopatra

again eontrasts the heroic past with the insignificant present:

not Cleopatra's, but another, jarring voice, is soon heard:

My nerves are bad tonight. Yes, bad. Stay with me.

Speak to me. Why do you never speak? Speak.

What are you thinking of? What thinking? What?
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(llere the theme of incoromunicabi Iity crops upagain. These

questions are never answered, and words are cut off froro the

sentenees, as the attempt at communication dies down. Another

mark of the anticlimax represented by the lines on Cleopatra

and the foilowing voice is the mention of the synthetic

perfumes among the rich profusion of satin cases and vials

of ivory of the modern woman'» toi let table —a sorry attempt

at imitation of the great Cleopatra. Everything about the

modern woman seems fake, like her perfumes. The same sad

contrast can be seen in part III, The Fire Sermon. Here

Elizabeth and Leicester go down to Greenwich, the London

south borough (one of the many referenees to London, though

the põem is also set in aneient Egypt, Alexandria and primitive

places where Spring is still announced by human sacrifices

which fali to bring life back). Elizabeth's and Leicester's

romantic shades contrast with the view of a Thames

undignifiedly soiled by oi I and tar. In the põem it is a

prosaic, dirty river, from which Spcnser's nymphs have forever

fled.

The Waste Land is an inexhaustible pocm and time prevents

that is should be commentod on at greater lengfch. It is

impossible, however, not to mention, besides the structural

devices of past myth and literary allusion on which the vision

of fragmentariness is framed, the use of the figure of

Tiresias, the androgynous seer. In the middle of the põem it

works as a central observer, a focus, which hints at the

paradoxical unity of this fragmentariness, dreariness and

desolation which have made the modern world into a Waste Land.

(Here the si mi larity with Henry James's use of a character,

Strather, as a central focus in The Ambassadors can also be

recailed.) One cannot refrain from mentioning, either, the

rag-time rhythra which finds its way into the põem.

I
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that Shakesperean Rag —

If s so elegant

So inteIIigent

"What shaII I do now? What shaII I do?"

This is in turn picked up by the landlord's voice in the

London pub, with its sinister denotations of the shortness

of human Iife:

HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME

HURRY UP PLEASE IT'S TIME

This rhythm, so tellingly modern, again reminds the

reader of the modern city, the city made unreei by its lack

of glory or values or love. The rhythms associated with the

glorious past do not provai I:

Elizabeth and Leicester

Bcat ing oars

The stern was formed

A gi Ided shel1

Red and gol d

The brisk swe1 1

RiPF led both shores . .

This will stay with the reader as simply another nostalgic

echo, which again emphasizes the dreariness of the present.

The ironic contrast between past romance and present

dreariness rings in other early poems as weII. In Prufrock,

where the central character has measurcd his Iife in coffee

spoons — a statement of the narrowness of modern man's

Outlook — the contrast begins with the very title, The Love
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Song, of J. Alfred Prufrock. Love Song forms an absurd

colIocation with the prosaic modern Use of the initials,

which foretells the underlying meaning of the põem. As we

know, no love song follows. The merraaids, Prufrock says,

will not sing to him.

The Hollow Men. published a few years after The Waste

Land, is another poetic statement about the emptiness of

modern life. The technique of coIIage is used again. Here

Guy fawkes, which can also be takcn as the guy oF children's

games at Easter Time, or the echoes of a nursery rhyme turned

to sinister account, recaiIs the theme of emptiness, while

fragmentariness and isolation are again both form and theme

of the põem. The images of desert, rock and of water that

will not quench man's thirst likewise reappear. The causes

of this unqucnchable thirst can be read in Ash Wednesday,

the 1930 põem of tronsition, foi lowing on Eliofs conversion

to the Anglican Church in 1927. The title announces the

religious theme of penance —and hope, which can derive from

atonement. At the same time, the beginning of the põem contains

a statement about the difficulty of the poefs craft, his

doubts about his achievement. The persona of the poet —now

in his middlc age, the aged eagle —starts off as if finding

it hard to phrase his saying:

Because I do not hope

Because I do not hope to turn again

Because I do not hope to turn . . .

Again not anabsoluteiy clear põem, Ash Wednesday leaves

little doubt about its religious meaning. The image of the rose

in the garden, the Lady — who is Dantc's Beatrice and also

the Lady of the Roeks (os in Da Vinci's painting of the Virgin
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in London's National Gallery) hint at the hope of salvation.

So does the muItifoi iate rose, the hope only of desperate l

man. And the images of rock, water, desolation and broken

bonés likewise reappear, making a connection with The Waste

Land, and suggesting the cause of its desolation. The põem

ends with a Biblical echo: And let my cry coroe unto thee.

where the implied speaker expresses both his hope and the fact

that his voice rises de profundis.

If Eliot wrote his Inferno in The Waste Land and The I

Hollow Men, and his Purgatório in Ash Wednesday, his last '

sequence of long poems, The Four Quartets. marks his reaching

For Paradise, which completes this modern Divine Comedy.

Part of the beauty of the sequence lies in its sheer musical ;

beauty. It recaiIs the incantatory power of poetry, already

so markedly present in Ash Wednesday. Here, however, poetic

strueture is much more elaborate than in the early põem

and in the transitional Ash Wednesday. Meaning, on the other

hand, grows increasingly complex, with philosophical j

implications reminding us of Eliofs training at Harvard, ,

of his study of great raystics like St. John of the Cross j

and of llindoo religious elassies. Like Ash Wednesday and |
í

The Hollow Men. the Quartets were first composed and published í

as isoloted poems, later put together, sometimes with an

interval of years. So Eliot, like the reader, now had to work

his way from parts into wholes —another hint at the

paradoxieal axis of fragmentariness and organieity around which

his oeuvre turns. We may here remember that parts of the

ArieI Poems eventually became sections of Ash Wednesday,

just as parts of the Quartets were originally written for

Eliofs first complete play, Murder in the Cathedral. (This,

we parenthet ical ly note, supports the view that Eliofs

dramatie output is inseparablc from his poetry, and not only
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becouse of his attempted renewal of poetic drama in English.)

To return to Four Quartets. however, we may first notice

the general strueture underlying them. Each quartet has five

parts, the first one usually contains a series of stetements

and counterstatements which are going to be — hopefully —

brought together at the end, and each starts with a reference

to a landscape or a scene —a concrete core of allusion which

is the initial objective correlative for the long, sustained,

intricate development of a theme. (This use of landscape

follows on a phase started with the poems New Hampshire and

Virgínia, short musical evocations which grew out of Eliofs

renewed impressions of America in the early 1930'a. Thus

East Coker. which nanes one of the Quartets, recaiIs a place

in Somerset where the Eliot family lived until they moved

to the American New England Coast in the middle of the

seventeenth century.

The second part of the Quartets is a highly formal lyric,

reminding one of Eliof, as critic, saying: a pocm or passoge

may tend to realize itself first as a particular rhythm before

it reaches expression in words. This part —purê musical

incantation, as in sections of Ash Wednesday and matching

the musical suggestion of the title Quartets, which also

announces variations on a theme — is foilowed by a sharp

drop into a prosaic anticlimatic tone. The third part may

vary, but the fourth is always a short lyric, while the fifth

contains the resumption and resolution of the theme. This

becomes progressively more intricate in the last two Quartets,

as the meaning has buiIt cumulatively — in fact this has been

happening since The Waste Land and Ash Wednesday, and, more

obviously, in the Quartets themselves. Eliot, as hc has said

clsewhere, believed in the possibility of contrapunetuuI

arrangement of subject matter, and in the use of recurrent
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themes. He believed, similarly, in the unity created through

images, which recur both in the poems and in the plays —

another argument for the inseparabiIity of these different

aspects of his legacy. In The Family Rcunion. for example,

the instant of understanding and communion between Agatha and

llenry is spoken of in terms of moment» in the Roae Garden —

a transcendental symbol of ecstasy, not easily interpretable

without reference to the poems.

To turn to Four Quartets again: together they form a

deliberate, sustained, discourse on the fragmentariness of

experience. The central theme is that of the individual

consciousness and identity as against the passage of time —

the mecting of the temporal and the timeless, with echoes

from Proust, Bergson, Kirkegaard, and finally centring on the

Christian mystery of the Inearnation. The last of the Four

Quartets. Little Gidding, has the same mixture of present and

past evocation we have been learning to accept since The Waste

Land. Little Gidding, the English place described, is associated

with an Anglican seat for prayer, as with the names of the

great rei igious poet Herbert and Vaughan. This alone suffices

to set the religious tone. The oceasion is that of a couple

of men working as wardens during war time air raids. There

is an allusion to the necessary choice between fire and fire

— which ai ludes to London and Berlin, both equally tragic

cities —and to the purifying fire of divine love and the

destructive fire of lust and recaiIs the fire in The Waste Land.

As Eliot has told us, the past can be modified by the present:

the last of the Four Quartets tells a lot about the early põem.

Thus also the themes of Ash Wednesday are here re-interpretcd

and re-evãluated. The earlier pieces are of course not

cancelled but each takes on an additional aspect. Litt le

G idd ing is connected with the other Quartets by an important
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formal trait: each centres on one of the elements — air,

water, fire, earth —and on one of the seasons as central

images. The last of the Quartets ends on a note of hope.

Echoing a fourteenth-century mystic, Joan of Norwich, the

põem states that sin is behovely (unavoidable). Still the

dove in it recaiIs the prophetic voice of the Holy Ghost

as well as the Annunciation. The final voice reaffirms this

note of hope:

And all shoII bc well, and

All manner of thing shall be well

When the tongues of flame are in-folded

Into the crowdod knot of fire

And the fire and the rose are one.

So Eliot, the poet of despair, surprises us into hope.

He might have surprised us again —had he Iived more than the

allotted three-scorc and ten which falls to the lot of

mortais. In the Collected Poems, 1909-1962. a frank erotic

note erupts at last in this most diffident and discreet of

pocts. In Dedication to my Wife, hÍ3 private words said in

public. he almost shockingly (after all he is not Yeats's

wicked old man) speaks of our bodies. which smelI of each

other. This may puzzle the reader, if he sides with those

critics who point out, among Eliofs defficiencies, his

obscurity, and also his insuffieicnt sympathy with the uverage

man and with the merely human. Eliot, the poet, grew in

sympathy and hope, just as, in his later years, Eliot tho critic

allowed for a catholicity of taste that made him rcvokc his

judgement of Tennyson and MiIton.

As to the dramatist, whatever may be said of his five

full plays as drama, no one will easily deny their achievement
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as poetry. In the free verse of the plays, where Eliot so

studiously sought to avoid Shakespeare's blank verse, he

manages to create, in his great moments, something similar

to Shakespeare's poetic drama. One could say for certain

passages of The CocktaiI Party what Reese has said of

Shakespeare's blank verse. It is neither prose, nor simply

verse, suffused with the hypnotic power of poetry, but easy,

fluent, coloquial, making possible the expression of the

hesitations, thrusts and withdrawals of the inspired speaking

voice. Such is the voice of Célia, for example, in The CocktaiI

Party. As, in the painfui process of anagnorisis, she discovers

herself, in discovering Edward, we find moments of

unforgetable poetry.

Such is, for instance, the passage beginning:

Ah, but we dic to eacl other dai ly

What we know of other people

Is only the memory of other moments

In which we have known them

And they have changed si nce then.

Every time we meet again

Wo are meeting a stranger.

Here is Eliot the poet, rid of all obscurity with the

lucid sustained voice which might be that of fluent

conversation, if men talked like angels. This may be the Eliot

that the judgement of the next literary age will perhaps

single out as Eliot at his best.
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